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Data Centers Delivered Principal to Speak at IMN’s 4th Annual Spring Forum on 

Financing, Investing & Real Estate Development for Data Centers  
 

NEW YORK (May 19, 2014) – Data Centers Delivered, a provider of custom modular data centers, today 
announced that the company’s Principal, Stephen Madaffari, will speak on a panel at the IMN 4th Annual 
Spring Forum on Financing, Investing and Real Estate Developments for Data Centers on May 29-30, 2014 in 
New York City at the Conrad Hotel.  
 
The event will address both the enterprise end-user and data center perspectives and will examine the latest 
issues affecting the data center real estate market. The panel, Data Center Design & Construction: Addressing 
Cost, Inefficiencies, Risk & Meeting the Needs of Future Demand & Technologies, will begin at 12:00p.m. ET 
and discuss recent innovations in data center design, cost-effective ways to build big for volume, and the role of 
modularity and container solutions, among many other topics. Other panelists will include Vello Ehvert, 
President, Ehvert Engineering; Mike Hagan, Vice President- Data Center Solutions Provider Division, 
Schneider Electric; and a representative from Je Dunn.  
 
“This forum is invaluable to addressing the real estate and investment challenges in the modular data center 
industry and keeping abreast of critical changes in the demand market,” said Stephen Madaffari, Principal, 
Data Centers Delivered. “We’re excited to be a part of the dialogue that will explore the past, present and 
current state of the data center design and construction market.” 
 

# # # 
 
 About Data Centers Delivered 
With offices in Houston, New York and Toronto, and a manufacturing facility in Kingston, Ontario, Data 
Centers Delivered offers customers the best of both worlds ― the customization, larger size, flexibility and 
aesthetics of a field-built data center facility with the speed, and cost-containment of a containerized data 
center.  For more information about Data Centers Delivered, visit www.datacentersdelivered.com, call 1-713-
396-0756 and connect via LinkedIn, Facebook , Twitter, YouTube and Google+. 
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